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The British Invasion Quiz
Here are the answers to last month’s quiz. There is no winner to
announce as no one from HBCC submitted an entry.

It’s an enjoyable type of affection: A Groovy Kind of Love
The female isn’t in that place: She’s Not There
I desire to clasp the appendage belonging to you: I Want to Hold Your Hand
Resist spilling forth tears in view of solar activity:
Don’t Let the Sun Catch You Crying
Are you not able to perceive the sound of the pulsation of the cardiac organ I
possess? Can’t You Hear My Heartbeat?
Feral object: Wild Thing
Epoch of the period: Time of the Season
Am I in possession of the prerogative? Have I the Right?
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It is the existence of myself: It’s My Life
The latest elixir in an ennead promoting feelings of attraction:
Love Potion Number Nine
The dwelling of the ascending star about which the earth orbits:
The House of the Rising Sun
An all encompassing feeling of delightedness: Glad All Over
There is a variety of suppressed sound: There’s a Kind of Hush
The atmosphere I am currently taking into my lungs: The Air That I Breathe
Addressing a gentleman in a position of authority with a large degree of
fondness: To Sir With love
The progress of existence and events favours yours truly:
Time is On My Side
Are you disposed to be included in a confidentiality?
Do You Want to Know a Secret?
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Miniscule Adolescents: Little Children
Shuttle to the other side of the boundary river: Ferry Cross the Mersey
Leave Immediately: Go Now!
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A Car Quiz
Submitted by Dorien Berteletti
These names are linked to some pretty famous cars...mostly British.
We will share the answers in the next issue of British Driven.
1. Conquest
2. Greyhound
3. LG 45
4. Super Six
5. Velox

Upcoming
Events
NOTE: Details may change
dependent upon
circumstances.
Social Distancing will be
required at all events at the
present time...
General Meeting & Pub Night
Wednesday, September 2 @ 5 pm
$10 per person; *RSVP required
BYO mask and beverage
Don Bauman
024193 East Erin/Garafraxa
Townline

6. TD 21
7. 2 lit high or low chassis
8. Rapier
9. Zephyr
10. Prinz
11. M type
12. 20-25
13. Rapide
14. L type
15. Consul
16. Mayflower
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General Meeting
Wednesday, October 7
TBD
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For Sale
You may be aware that Charter
Member Malcolm Stanton is
moving from Ontario to North
Vancouver to be closer to his
family. We wish him all the best
and will greatly miss his valued
contributions to this Club.
Malcolm has been cleaning house
and has a few things that may be
of interest to one of you. You can
contact Malcolm at
malcolm.stanton@sympatico.ca
1.

1/43 scale die cast Matchbox
model of Jaguar SS100 ($10)

2.

1/43 scale die cast model of
MGA from New-Ray Toys Co.
Ltd. ($10)

3.

“The Jaguar Tradition”, by
Michael Frostick. An
excellent book on the history
of Jaguar (SOLD)

4.

“The Encyclopedia of Classic
Cars”, by Chris Harvey.
A very nice book that covers
everything from the Abarth
1000 TCR to the Volkswagen
Golf GTi; from the Morris
Minor to the Bugatti T57SC
Atlantic and the Chevrolet
Corvette to the Packard Twin
Six. ($10)

5.

“The Complete Official MGB
(1962-1974) Handbook”,
comprising of Driver’s
Handbook, Workshop Manual,
Special Tuning Manual ($15)

6.

“Haynes MGB Repair
Manual” (1962-1980) for
Roadster and GT Coupe ($5)

7.

SpeedPro Series Book on
“How to Improve the MGB,
MGC and MCB V8”, by Roger
Williams. Checked and
approved by the MG Owners
Club. Includes detailed
practical advice on improving
performance, handling,
braking, comfort, appearance
and reliability. ($10)

8.

The MG Car Club (UK)
Monthly magazine, “Safety
Fast” from 2009 through
2017. Includes lots of
interesting articles, pictures,
etc. (FREE to a good home)

For a nominal fee Malcolm will
autograph any of the above...
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The Race
By The Mystery Poet
This race was for newbies, so if you have been bold
And entered past races, you were sure to be told
This one’s not for you, so don’t even try
Take a seat in the stands, or drive right on by...
This was my virgin race; I want you to know
That I was sure racing for all of the dough!
That was the time to get all hopped up
By drinking some AV gas, regardless of cost!
We all lined up together for a La Mans start
The cars that cost money, the cars that took heart.
I had TR’s to the left, an AH to my right
This was my turn to show them my might.
The pistol exploded with a loud bang
And the drivers dove out and the crowd, they all sang.
He opened my door and slipped right on in Went ‘cross the tarmac, time for fun to begin!
I was shaking and shivering - a win was my goal
He stomped on my gas; I was ready to roll.
My tires started squealing - I was off like a flash
The smoke was a’ rising. I just had to last…
Oh SALLY, RIDE was all I could think
The first mile went by in just under a blink
Now I was revving, he slipped me in third
We needed the power to beat the mad herd.
My goal was ahead - the finish in sight
I knew I could do it if I put up a fight
I could hear them around me thundering fast
So, would I come FIRST? Or would I come LAST?
Did all come together in one frenzied clash?
Or all meet our end in one firey crash?
You want me to tell you? That wouldn’t be fair!
You know what they say - you had to be there!
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Determining an Antique’s Value
By Marion Mason
Determining the value of an antique or collectible means more than locating
an item in the price guide. There are other factors to consider:
1.

Condition: All flaws, chips, cracks, even stains and missing parts lower
the value. Anything that is not mint or “like new” will affect the value.

2.

Rarity or commonality: A great name like Moorcroft or Tiffany...and an
unusual piece will be of more value. Cornflower clear sherbet or a rare
coloured tiered cake plate? The plate will be worth more.

3.

Age: Over 100 years is an antique, the rest are collectibles and some
now are as young as the 1950’s, 1960’s and even the 1970’s - kitchen
bowls, Fireking, Pyrex, costume jewellery. Younger collectors want what
they can afford. People are also drawn to things they recognize.

4.

Identifying marks or signature: 2 identical rhinestone brooches from the
1960’s - one without any markings, and one signed “Sherman” on the
back - the difference in value is at least $100. A lamp “attributed to
Tiffany” just won’t do!

5.

Provenance: If you can prove who it belonged to and when they owned
it, the value goes way up. An old photo or certificate or will helps to
provide such provenance.

6.

Old isn’t always valuable: There are lots of old books, magazines,
photographs, newspapers and postcards that are common and not worth
much. However, a 100 year old postcard of Santa or a 75 year old
valentine with moving parts are worth about $75. (The stamp on the
back of the postcard can also contribute to it’s value - for example, if the
postmark is the first day the stamp was issued. Postcards from WWI or
WWII servicemen are also popular.)

7.

Is it real or fake: Some of the old depression glass moulds are now
being used to produce new “old” pink and green depression glass.
Pressed glass is also being copied. Some of the reproduced items of
furniture are now over 50 years old. Buy from a reputable dealer who
will stand behind each piece. If you buy at flea markets or yard sales,
make sure the price is low if you are not sure and look for signs of age or
signatures. Worn bottoms on glass items from use are a good indicator.

8.

Repaired or restored: Professional restoration can add to the value of
an item, but poorly done amateur repairs can devaluate items...bog oak
mourning pin, jack-in-the-pulpit cranberry.

9.

Does it have salvage value: If an item is broken, it may not be completely worthless - scrap gold and silver, stones to repair other jewellery.

10. Current market value: It fluctuates. Prices will drop down to predemand level once the boom has passed. Stay on top of the trends.
Check eBay. Other countries may want what you have: Vimy Ridge
medals, pinbacks, Beanie Babies, collector plates, Swatch watches, etc.
11. Sentimental value: If it means something to you because it was your
grandmother’s, perhaps you should consider keeping it. A stranger will
not place the same value on your item that you (or she) did.
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BRITISH
DRIVEN
If you have an article or an
idea for BRITISH DRIVEN
that you would like to share
with our members,
please contact Kimberly at

What’s Cooking?
It has been suggested by Anne Joiner that we include a Recipe page in
BRITISH DRIVEN - a place where we can share our favourite foods, even
though we aren’t doing Pot Luck events at the present time.

It seems appropriate to start off with a recipe that was a favourite of Marlies
Sands. If you have a recipe you would like to share in an upcoming issue,
or if you would like to request a recipe, send a message along to the editor.

editor@headwatersbritishcarclub.org

A sincere Thank you to
those of you who have contributed to the newsletter
over the years.

Harvey Wallbanger Cake (ala Marlies Sands)
Ingredients:
1 package Duncan Hines Golden Yellow Cake mix
1 package Vanilla Instant Pudding
1/2 cup Oil
4 Eggs
1/4 cup Vodka
1/4 cup Orange Liqueur (Galliano for example)
3/4 cup Orange Juice
Glaze:
1 cup Powdered Sugar
1-2 tablespoons Orange Juice
1/4 teaspoon Grated Orange
Peel

Mix powdered sugar, 1 tablespoon orange
juice and orange peel. Stir in additional
orange juice, 1 teaspoon at a time until
smooth.

Directions:
1. In large bowl, combine all ingredients together and beat for 4 minutes.
2. Bake in greased and floured 10 or 12 cup fluted Bundt pan (spring form
is easiest) for 45-50 minutes or until cake tests done.
3. Cool in pan 10-15 minutes; invert on wire rack or serving plate to
complete cooling - about one hour.
4. Top with Orange Glaze.
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Don and Gayle Fysh’s 1967 Lotus Elan

A Letter to a Friend

1

By Don Fysh
Hi Stephen,
I could have used your help.
I decided that I did not like the amount of free play in the steering of the yellow
Lotus. Since the steering assembly is sourced from the Triumph Spitfire parts
bin, I was able to find a replacement flexible steering joint at Obsolete. $60. I
tried Peninsula, but they were out of stock. The only difference is that I could
have driven down to Peninsula to pick it; up. I didn’t want to drive to Sarnia, so I
swallowed the $20 flat shipping fee from Obsolete. I reasoned that if they had
told me the price was $80 I would have paid it so I shouldn’t kick about the
unreasonable extra $20. I can justify anything.

2

The steering joint connects the bottom of the steering column to the steering
rack through two splined joints. This has flexible rubber bushings. The joints
are tightened with a split clamp. Undo the bolt, pry the gap apart with a screwdriver and slide it off. Easy Peasy. (Photo 1)
But first, get the old one off of the car! It is buried under the radiator and very
difficult to get at. Removing the rad wouldn’t help as there is also a bit of bodywork in the way. Easiest was to remove the alternator. Then I could readily
access the top clamp. Worry about the bottom clamp later. One thing at a time.
Bolt removed, gap pried apart with a screwdriver and “Easy Peasy nowhere to
be found! Hmmm. I guess this clamp has been there since 1967. Maybe there
is a little grit and corrosion impeding free movement? Just needs a liberal
dosing of Liquid Wrench and a few solid hammer taps to loosen things up.
Nope. Easy Peasy still AWOL. More Liquid Wrench soaking and leave it to
think about itself overnight. (Photo 2)
Day 2. The sun shines on a bright new morning. Who wouldn’t rather have his
head buried under the hood of a precious British sports car than be out in the
lovely fresh air? Won’t take long to finish removing the steering coupling now
that it’s been loosened up. Then, maybe go for a swim and enjoy the day.
Okay Easy Peasy, let’s get to work and let’s get Gayle to help too!
Hammering, tapping, prying, soaking, pulling, wrenching. Gayle did her best,
but Easy Peasy went for a swim. I thought of grinding off the clamp but couldn’t
get at it because things like an engine block, body parts and other suspension
parts were in the way. I’m out of ideas and Easy Peasy didn’t have any other
useful suggestions either.
Day 3. I’m on my own again. I consider radical thoughts like heating the joint,
but I don’t have a heat gun and the thought of putting a torch on the clamp
scares me to death. Visions of THIS deterred THAT train of thought. (Photo 3)
(continued on 5)
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A Letter to a Friend

Letters to
the Editor
“Donna and I are members
of the Thunder Bay Vintage
Sports Car Club and often
(sometimes to the dismay of
our members) put together
various quizzes for different
activities that the club members participate in over the
year.
Consequently, we enjoyed
yours over dinner and are
now submitting our answers
to the British Invasion song
quiz from the July/August
Newsletter.
We don’t expect to win any
prizes, but thought we would
submit anyway. A great
alternative Covid activity we kept our distance!
We hope everyone in the
Headwaters Club are doing
well and invite any who may
wish to travel our way to our
annual Rendezvous event
that happens in June each
year (except not this year).
It is currently scheduled for
June 2021 in Kenora, ON organized next year by the
Manitoba British Car Club.
On a side note - I have a ‘61
Daimler SP250 for sale, if
anyone in your club might
be interested.”
Glen and Donna Paterson
Thunder Bay
Vintage Sports Car Club
“

(Continued from 4)

You know what? That little bit of steering free play isn’t that bothersome after
all! Getting the top clamp would have been the easiest half of the battle.
Getting the bottom half off would require a great deal of dexterity from my
wrenches. I’m not sure they have it in them. And Easy Peasy has proven to be
as useless as a screen door on a submarine.
I have that new joint in hand, but it’s also good to have a ready stash of spare
parts available. Maybe someday when I do a full body off restoration, that
steering coupling could be useful. On the other hand, many Lotus enthusiasts
eschew that Triumph steering joint and have installed a U-joint steering
coupling. No rubber bushes to wear out, a real universal joint with needle roller
bearings. It also eliminates the need to install a jumper across the original
flexible rubber joint so that the horn works.

Time for a swim.
Don

Crankcase Ventilation
By Ralph Evans
Well, summer is almost over and the fall season will soon be here. I have been
working on the GT6 off and on all year. Since the last pictures you may have
seen, the rear hatch window has now been re-installed. I had to source a new
seal from Frichet in the UK . The price was reasonable and it was delivered in less
than a week. Mind you, Kimberly had to crawl into the rear hatch upside down and
pull the cord out of the seal while I held the window in place. The cord is used to
pull the seal out and around the window lip on the hatch frame. All is well and
now Suzi can’t stick her head out and above the car when I take her for a drive.
I’m sure Kimberly’s hand will be fine.
Back to crankcase ventilation. While tuning the GT6 this spring, I had issues with

jetting that I couldn’t quite seem to solve. I am still using the 175 Stromberg
carburetors.

After

a number of failed attempts, I determined the old PCV

(Positive Crankcase Ventilation) valve was just not working properly. This was
causing a lean condition at idle that I just couldn’t adjust out. Okay, the motor now
has a bit of a racing cam installed and idle vacuum is much lower than it was with
the stock cam. This combined with the old PCV valve was giving me a lean condition. A lot of people remove the valve and plug the port on the manifold, then in-

stall a filter on the valve cover.
Continued on 8
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Crankcase Ventilation

1
Continued from 7

I chose to install a ME Wagner Dual Flow adjustable PCV vale. I have installed
these on both my muscle cars and am happy with their performance. The Wagner
units are adjustable for Idle and cruise situations and can be tailored to the

vacuum your motor develops. Why not just plug the port and install a filter?
Creating a negative pressure in your crankcase draws out any combustion blow-by
vapour and contaminates. These typically would then be sucked back into the
intake manifold and burned off during cylinder combustion. The negative pressure
in the crankcase also reduces those nasty oil leaks all British cars are known for.
This is a bonus feature.
Along with the adjustable PCV valve, I also installed a small catch can in line with
the PCV valve. The catch can removes any oil that is suspended in the vapor.

2

This oil would normally be sucked back into the engine, deposit a buildup of crap
on your intake valves, then what's left would burn off in the combustion chamber.
Catch cans are very common on some of todays Turbocharged, Supercharged, or
Direct Injected engines. The boosted motors cause more crankcase pressure and
vapor, and the Direct Injected motors do not have any fuel passing over the valves

to wash them clean.

This is a real problem in some BMW and Volkswagen

motors.
After the installation of both items, I was able to tune the lean spot out of the car. I
did notice a fair collection of oil in the catch can after a short period of time. I
removed the valve cover to find that the baffle over the inlet of the port was open
at the bottom and top. Any oil splashing off the rockers would go directing in the
top of the baffle and subsequently be sucked into the PCV line. I made a small
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cover for the baffle and covered the top entry slot and the oil collection has
reduced considerably. Just out of curiosity, I checked the valve cover on the 2 litre
motor and found the slots to be on the side which would be a better position. The
catch can level is easily checked and drained when required. The unit I installed is
actually quite small but it does work, has a brass sintered filter and a clear glass
collection container. If I was installing one on a V8, I would use a larger unit.

The attached photos illustrate:
1.

The 1 ME Wagner PCV valve,

2.

the catch can,

3.

the valve cover with the side slotted baffle,

4.

BMW Direct Injection Intake valves before and after a cleaning service.

Direct Injection may not be all it is made out to be. My XFR Jag has 140K on it
now, is direct injected - but fortunately does not show any signs of trouble. I have
done several Intake system chemical cleanings though.
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Fun Day at The Taccone’s!
COVID-19 was unable to deter the intrepid members of the HBCC from their beloved annual Track Day at Ed and Sandra’s!
The sun shone, the car literally flew around the track (as did Ralph’s drone) and everyone practiced safe social distancing. Ed
diligently sanitized the car after each driver (“the cleanest steering wheel in Caledon”). Some new Track Stars emerged. The
eating of pizza and our first in-person General Meeting since March, followed the mayhem. A good time was had by all,
especially Apollo!
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